We clarify the structure of a maximal Buchsbaum module over a Gorenstein local ring by resolving the dual of its minimal free resolution into the mapping cones of successive chain maps from free complexes to direct sums of finite copies of the minimal free resolution of the residue field.  2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

A noetherian module M over a local ring (A, m) of dimension d is called maximal if dim(M) = d.
When M is a maximal Buchsbaum module and A is regular, we know by Goto's structure theorem that M is the direct sum of finite copies of the syzygy modules of k := A/m over A and such direct sum decomposition is unique (see [5] ). Although this result is restricted to the maximal case, it is very useful in studying ideals defining Buchsbaum rings. In fact, applying it to Bourbaki sequences, we can construct and classify graded Buchsbaum integral domains of codimension two (see [1, Section 7] ). Its combination with analysis of Gröbner basis with respect to generic coordinates enables us to E-mail address: amasaki@hiroshima-u.ac.jp. classify roughly all homogeneous ideals in polynomial rings defining graded Buchsbaum rings (see [1, Sections 5 and 6] ).
Over regular local rings, to say that M is Buchsbaum is the same thing as saying that M is surjective-Buchsbaum, but generally these two notions do not coincide (see [6, Definition 2.1], [7] and [8] ). So far, an enhancement of Goto's theorem has been given only for surjective-Buchsbaum case by the work of Kawasaki [6] . More precisely, if M is a maximal surjective-Buchsbaum module of finite injective dimension over a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, then it is the direct sum of finite copies of d + 1 kinds of maximal surjectiveBuchsbaum modules which are obtained by taking the tensor products of the canonical module of A with the cokernels of the dual of the minimal free resolution of k over A, and such direct sum decomposition is unique (see [6, Theorem 3.1] ).
One of the important properties of Buchsbaum modules is that mH i m (M) = 0 for all i < dim(M). If M satisfies this condition, it is called quasi-Buchsbaum. A quasi-Buchsbaum module is not necessarily Buchsbaum (see [4] for instance), so that we cannot expect that a maximal module M is always the direct sum of finite copies of some simpler ones in the quasi-Buchsbaum case, even if A is regular. When A is Gorenstein, however, we can grasp all maximal quasi-Buchsbaum modules by considering the structure of their minimal free resolutions. Assume that M is maximal with no free direct summand and let · · · 
inductively and let
is a minimal free resolution of the residue field k over A, L i = 0 for i < 0, F • is a minimal free exact complex, and con(λ j −1,• ) • denotes the mapping cone of λ j −1,• (see [2, (1.6) 
See Definition 1.3, Theorems 1.14 and 2.4.
Buchsbaum cones
Throughout this paper we denote by (A, m) a local Gorenstein ring of dimension d > 0 with k := A/m and r : 
We fix an injective chain map 
and Given an A-module E and an integer n with 0 n d, we will denote by (n) E the module E/(x r−n+1 , . . . , x r )E . Further, for a complex (S • , ϕ • ) of A-modules, we will denote by ( (n) S • , (n) ϕ • ) the complex obtained by tensoring S i and ϕ i with (n) A over A for all i ∈ Z. By the property of the differential of a Koszul complex, we have
where {χ 1 , . . . , χ r } is the free basis of K 1 corresponding to x 1 , . . . , x r . Let
. These complexes are subcomplexes of (n) K • . Further we denote the direct sum of the remaining summands of (n) K • by K • i,n , more precisely,
We have
Moreover
With the notation of the proof of the preceding lemma, the homomorphism H (ρ i ) is bijective in the long exact sequence
• be the inclusion. By the bijectivity of H (ρ i−1 ) in the long exact sequence
In addition to the above lemmas, we need some more preparations to perform inductive argument for our characterization of Buchsbaum cones. All complexes treated below are complexes of finitely generated A-modules unless otherwise specified. 
and
By the above observation, therefore,
Since
, so that we may write
Let Z := (ϕ m , 0, 0)(V ) and Z := pr(V ) for simplicity, where pr denotes the natural projection to U m . Since ϕ m (U m ) = mU m−1 by hypothesis, we find by (1) and (2) 
Proof. Note first that
U • := m−2 l=0 (K •−l ) p l , W • := m−1 l=0 (K •−l ) p l , U • i,n := m−2 l=0 K •−l i−l,n p l , U • i,n := m−2 l=0 K •−l i−l,n p l , U • i,n := m−2 l=0 K •−l i−l,n p l , W • i,n := m−1 l=0 K •−l i−l,n p l , W • i,n := m−1 l=0 K •−l i−l,n p l , W • i,n := m−1 l=0 K •−l i−l,n p l ( * ) for 0 n d, (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ B and i ∈ Z, where U • = U • i,n = U • i,n = 0 in case m = 1. Notice that (n) U • = U • i,n ⊕ U • i,n ⊕ U • i,n , (n) W • = W • i,n ⊕ W • i,n ⊕ W • i,(n) S • /(U • m,n ⊕ U • m,n )) = 0 and mH m−1 ( (n) C • ) = 0 for all 0 n < d and (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ B, then λ m | U m ≡ 0 (mod m). Proof. Since U m = m−2 l=0 (K m−l ) p l , our assertion is equivalent to that λ m | (K m−l ) p l ≡ 0 (mod m) for all 0 l m − 2. If λ m | U m ≡ 0 (mod m), then there exists an l 0 (0 l 0 m − 2) such that λ m | (K m−l ) p l ≡ 0 (mod m) for all l > l 0 but λ m | (K m−l 0 ) p l 0 ≡ 0 (mod m). Note that 1 m − l 0 − 1 < d. Since m − l > m − l 0 − 1 for l l 0 , we see U • m,m−l 0 −1 = m−2 l=l 0 +1 K •−l m−l,m−l 0 −1 p l ⊂ m−2 l=l 0 +1 ( (m−l 0 −1) K •−l ) p l , so that (m−l 0 −1) λ m | U m m,m−l 0 −1 ≡ 0 (mod m) for all (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ B by the relation λ m | (K m−l ) p l ≡ 0 (mod m) (l > l 0 ). On
. , x r ). The module ( (m−l
. We want to apply Lemma 1.6 to the complexes 
. , x r ) ∈ B, the homomorphism H i (U
• i,n ) → H i ( (n) S • ) induced from the composition of inclu- sions U • i,n → (n) U • → (n) S • is surjective and H i ( (n) S • /(U • i,n ⊕ U • i,n )) = 0. Then C • contains W • as a subcomplex with C • /W • free,
and moreover the homomorphism
Proof. Put 
Taking the long exact sequence, we find that
of short exact sequences, where the bottom one splits. The homomorphism 
Proof. Let ∂ • denote the differential of F • . For each l, the sequence
is a free resolution of Im(∂ l ). Since A is Gorenstein of dimension d, we have Ext (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ B. Since the sequence x r−d+1 , . . . , x r forms a system of parameters of A, it is also a system of parameters of Im(∂ l ) for all l ∈ Z. Hence
• is exact as we have already seen, it follows in the same way that
Now we can proceed to our main results of this section. and (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ B. Proof. Since W j i,n = 0 for j < i and Proof. If m = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose that m 2 and that our assertion is true for m − 1.
that yields a long exact sequence
Here and (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ B, we find by Proposition 1.13, that E • is isomorphic to a Buchsbaum cone E • with the same base. Our assertion follows from the uniqueness of the minimal part of a free complex (see [2, (1.1)]). 2
Structure theorem
In this section, applying the results obtained so far, we prove our main theorem which generalizes Goto's structure theorem for maximal Buchsbaum modules over regular local rings (see [5] ). We continue to assume that Proof. Let
be a minimal free resolution of M over A and let M i = Im(δ i ) (i 1). Tensoring this resolution withĀ over A, we obtain short exact sequences 
by (3) . It follows therefore from the commutative diagram 
m (M)) for j 0 by the long exact sequences arising from (x 1 , . . . , x r ) ∈ B.
Proof. If d = 1, then M is Buchsbaum and there is nothing to prove. Assume that d > 1 and that our assertion is true for d − 1. Let
The first relation is a consequence of the long exact sequence arising from (4), the second holds by Lemma 2.1, and the third follows from the fact that the complex 
